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Cuckoo Quiz 6

1. What low-paid job does Dylan have at the star of series 4, which Ken is disappointed with?

2. Ken is pleased to be nominated for 'Lichfield ___ of the Year’?

3. Why is Rachel angry with Dale for buying 49% of Steve's bar 'All Steves Pals', using all of his savings
in the process?

4. Why does Ken get suspended from work for a month, which he tries to prevent Lorna from finding
out?

5. When Steve and Dale's application for an alcohol license is rejected by Frank, but Frank will accept
the application if he is what?

6. What does Lorna pressure Ken to go along with so that they can gain a place in Frances' nursery
for Sid?

7. When Frances finds out about Lorna and Ken's deception to get Sid into her nursery, Lorna decides
to send flowers and a card apologising. But due to a mix-up, what gets sent to Frances?

8. After over-hearing Ken admit to Lloyd that he had been suspended from work, who tells Lorna?

9. What item of Lloyd's property does Ken accidentally set fire to?

10. Which West-African Country does Nina offer Rachel a job in?

11. When misunderstanding Rachel, where does Dale strand Rachel alone without any supplies?

12. After being sacked, Ken meets his former colleagues at Steve's bar. Lorna tell Ken's former colleagues
that Ken no longer wants to work with them and that he is what?
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Quizmaster Answers
1. Phone Sales
2. Lawyer
3. He could have used the money for a house deposit
4. Unprofessional behaviour
5. Bribed to do so
6. That Sid is transgender

7. Dog faeces, with the flowers going to Frank
8. Dale
9. Vespa
10. Sierra Leone
11. In the Pennines
12. Starting his own law firm
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